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Ck2 portrait mod
This is a submod I made for personal use, but I spent countless hours enjoying this fantastic mod and all the amazing submods on this board, so I wanted to bring back a little and share. It comes down to personal taste. One of the drawbacks of the basic game CK2 (and therefore agot mod), in my
opinion, are portraits. There's nothing wrong with them, but I've never found myself connecting with the characters. I've played a lot more mod AGOT than I have a basic game, and I think that comes down to things: first, it's such a well-made mod. And secondly, it's because I love the universe of asoiaf
and the characters in it. But I always start either robert's rebellion, Clash of Kings, or a feast for crow bookmarks, because those characters I know and love to play around in this great sandbox with. They're just soft. I can imagine events with characters I know, but not with these soft potato people who
take their place. Let's call it a lack of imagination. Many submods on this board seek to improve these portraits and I love and use them all. But sometimes it's not enough, so I made this mod. Using this mod I believe I can enjoy myself and connect with the characters for future generations. Maybe I'm
just weird. Static portraits gives you over 335 (you guessed) static portraits to give the characters in the game. It builds on ReMeDy's great work over at the Steam Workshop, and changes it a bit. His mod portrait was mostly live-action portraits from the TV show, along with several illustrated portraits. I'm
not a big fan of live-action portraits, so I rewrote some of them and added many more illustrated portraits, all of which mostly adhere to a realistic medieval fantasy vibe. No cartoons or anime here - I think all these portraits fit into the universe of asoiaf. Download:Static Portraits So How Does It Work? In
the root fashion folder there is an image file called Character numbers.png (which I also paste below). Each portrait is associated with a number, from 1 to 375, and each number is related to the trait in the game that evokes the portrait to be used. To change the character's portrait in the game, you just:1.
Choose the portrait you want to use from the character list and look at its number.2. Enter the console (I) and enter, without quotations: add_trait portrait number (character id) - there will be no place between the portrait and the portrait number, and if you change your own portrait of the character, you can
leave the character ID. If you want to remove the portrait, just enter the console: remove_trait portrait number id' - please note that if you want to change the portrait of a character to which you have already given a static portrait, you must first remove the existing portrait line before adding another or a
new one not to appear. And that's it! So if you want to add a second portrait to your character, you'd enter add_trait portrait2 and poof, you have a second portrait. It just kinda works. Given the use of the console, it's not Ironman compatible, but it seems to keep the game compatible. This mod has room
for growth - if you have images that you would like to be added as a portrait - they fit the overall theme/vibe of this collection, please let me know and I would be happy to add them! Please let me know if there are any questions or if you have any suggestions! Here are the portraits/portrait numbers:
Credits:- AGOT Dev team for their wonderful mod-ReMeDy - really send most of the credit your way. I used his mod way and file features as the basis and frame. A big part of my work here was actually just finding 182 new photos, cropping/formatting them for the file system, and using paint.net to create
a portrait of .dds files with them. Over a couple of pages ( he said that others can use his mod as long as they credit him, but if you have any problems with this ReMeDy, please let me know and I'll take it down.- Various artists. I found this art all over the internet - usually the original artist is not cited. I
don't get anything from this fashion, so I think it's ok to get a chance to get out, but if any of the original artists want me to remove their image or credit them properly, please contact me and I'd be happy to do so. Updates: - (04/17/20) Added 48 additional Wow portraits. This submode is really good. Now I
can play with my favorite characters even after they die (gave a name, put a portrait and all). P.S. and for dragons you do not have such a submod? Oh. This submode is really good. Now I can play with my favorite characters even after they die (gave a name, put a portrait and all). P.S. and for dragons
you do not have such a submod? Thank you, I appreciate it! For dragon portraits I love Dragons Advanced Mod, but it unfortunately seems dead. Considering the author doesn't seem to give permission anywhere on the page for his mod to be used in other mods, I don't know that I would just like to take
these portraits, but I can try reaching out to the author to see if they would be OKAY with that. However, I don't know if I could just slot dragon portraits into this mod-like-it because I think the dragon handled a little differently. In my quick test, I couldn't give Dany's Dragons one of these new portraits. I'll try
to find out. In the meantime, if you have any illustrations of realistic asoiaf friendly dragons you think will work as portraits, please send me links and I would be happy to add them to them I have time to find out their portraits. I gave ReMeDy a lot of photos to add to its submod. If you want them I have no
problem giving you them to add them to yours. They already have size, shape and are placed in holders. This is great! But can I edit the portraits myself, perhaps? There are so many options for Dany and Margaery, and not many options for Sansa and Arya, and there are a few other images that I would
like to add. Thank you so much! Edit: Is there any submods this may be incompatible with? I'm having trouble downloading the game with it. I gave ReMeDy a lot of photos to add to its submod. If you want them I have no problem giving you them to add them to yours. They already have size, shape and
are placed in holders. Can you dm me your own files for a submod remedy? I would love to have a great portrait gallery, but I don't know how mod I gave ReMeDy a lot of photos to add to its submod. If you want them I have no problem giving you them to add them to yours. They already have size, shape
and are placed in holders. Can you dm me your own files for a submod remedy? I would love to have a great portrait gallery, but I don't know how to mod dm me your email. I don't know how to attach files. It's been updated with 48 additional portraits! thewendynerd, your requested portraits of Sansa/Arya
have been added! I am unfortunately not aware of any inconsistencies with other mods. I run a pretty substantial submod list, and I had no issues. Are you still having trouble loading? If so, could you narrow down what mod this conflict with by activating/deactivating them? Again, this mod has room for
growth! If you have portraits that fit the vibe and want them added, please post them here! I can't promise regular updates as I'm super busy, but whenever I have time, I can try to add them. Don't work on some characters (like Daenerys). There seems to be a problem with the crowns. If you unsstrun the
crown and remove/add the portrait line, the portrait will appear. If you're not playing as this character, AI will probably equip it again when you switch back, so it might be best to sell the crown artifact or gift it to the rando at the moment. I'll try to look at fixing the problem with the crowns. Sent you a
personal DM with a pretty substantial offer, let me know if you didn't get it ! Amazing mod, by the way, makes it much more exciting. Wow. This pod module is really good. Now I can play with my favorite characters even after they die (given a name, put a portrait and all). Ps zurab M.V. zubkov, quincy
Promes! For portraits of dragons I Dragons mod, but it unfortunately seems dead. Since the author seems nowhere on the page gives permission to use his fashion in other mods, I don't know if I would just like to take these portraits, but I can try to contact the author to see if they will be okay with this.
However, I don't know if I can just insert portraits of dragons into this mod as is, because I think the dragon features are handled a little differently. In my quick test, I couldn't give Dany's Dragons one of these new portraits. I'll try to figure it out. At the same time, if you have any illustrations of realistic
dragons friendly to the azoafs that you think will work as portraits, send me links, and I'll be happy to add them when I have time to figure out their portraits. www.dropbox.com/sh/zsm93ckrqbylaz7/AACkBqhRunY2-Y_0SbcgwF0Fa?dl=0 portraits. www.dropbox.com/sh/zsm93ckrqbylaz7/AACkBqhRunY2Y_0SbcgwF0Fa?dl=0 ck2 agot portrait mod. ck2 best portrait mod. ck2 anime portrait mod. ck2 elder kings portrait mod. ck2 norse portrait mod. portrait than trait ck2 mod. ck2 portrait builder mod. ck2 agot mod portrait
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